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Abstract

Workflow Management and EHR Usability

Workflow management systems technology has promise to
increase electronic health record usability and productivity.
Characteristics of electronic health record workflow management systems are explored. Results from a productivity
study are presented and explained. Finally, specific principles
of electronic health record usability are arrayed against the
potential contributions of workflow management systems.

EHR workflow management systems are more usable than
EHRs without workflow management capability. Consider
these usability principles: naturalness, consistency, relevance,
supportiveness, and flexibility. EHR WfMSs more naturally
match the task structure of a physician’s office through execution of workflow definitions. They more consistently reinforce
user expectations. Over time this leads to highly automated
and interleaved team behavior. On a screen-by-screen basis,
users encounter more relevant data and order entry options.
An EHR WfMS tracks pending tasks—which patients are
waiting where, how long, for what, and who is responsible—
and this data can be used to support a continually updated
shared mental model among users. Finally, to the degree to
which an EHR WfMS is not natural, consistent, relevant, and
supportive, the underlying flexibility of the WfMS can be
used to mold workflow system behavior until it becomes natural, consistent, relevant, and supportive.
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Introduction
Electronic health record (EHR) systems are evolving from
patient documentation systems into tools for physicians to
accomplish their many tasks and to manage others with whom
they work in close conjunction: to document, to direct, and to
delegate. EHRs used in this way must have customizable
workflow, which, in effect, means they must become EHR
workflow management systems (WfMSs) [1, 2]. Workflow
management system technology is currently being introduced
into commercially available EHRs [3].
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Among the most intriguing results are the ways in which
workflow management contributed to decreases in visit duration (and hence increases in visit volume). The workflow
management systems component reduced the number of nonvalue added EHR activities, introduced more parallelism
among EHR value-added activities, and coordinated EHR
activity delegation, all of which contributed to decreased visit
duration.
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